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IBM Deep Computing: Visualization
solutions for upstream petroleum

IBM Deep Computing and Visualization
To be competitive today, you need to
maintain the productivity of your existing fields while continuing exploration
activities. You have to balance these
priorities against the rising costs of
finding new fields and lifting hydrocarbons from new and existing fields—
often in remote, harsh and hostile
environments. Visualization and collaboration help you meet these competing
demands.
Your geologists, seismologists and
engineers generate massive amounts of
disparate data in all of their activities.
You want to exploit this data to maintain your competitive advantage.
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that data and how disparate datasets
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ful breakthrough.
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rich set of local and remote collabo-

An effective visualization solution also

ration tools and environments

requires massive computing power and

More functionality: support efficient

intensive graphics rendering capabili-

decision making processes via a rich

ties, meaning you would normally need

set of data exploration functions

an extremely specialized and monolithic

More flexibility: provide modular, con-

infrastructure. IBM Deep Computing

figurable systems based on virtualized

Visualization solutions offer an alterna-

hardware and software components

tive approach. Using high performance

and standards

workstations and innovative middleware

Less time: enable fast implementation

leverages the capabilities of the latest

with easy access to visualization and

generation of commodity graphics

collaboration capabilities requiring

adapters to create an extraordinarily
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flexible and powerful visualization

Less cost: rely on commodity-based

solution.

solutions that provide leading price
performance, scalability and security

to fit your needs.

The open standards advantage

IBM middleware is the glue

This architecture allows the solution to

IBM bases its visualization solutions on
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render visualizations to large immersive

the Linux operating system and uses

solutions employ unique middleware

cave powerwall or tiled displays, to

OpenGL for graphics rendering. IBM is

that manages the graphics resources of

workstations or to remote thin clients.

committed to open standards because

the clustered nodes. The middleware

And because only pixels need to be

they offer significant advantages for

virtualizes the computing, graphics pro-
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where the visualization is being
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In today’s on demand environment,
open standards offer the performance

the visualization cluster are transparent

and flexibility your business needs to

to applications, meaning you can scale

remain competitive.

your solution as your visualization
needs grow.
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Visualization solutions to meet the

You need to enable remote use of the

You need to improve the application’s

dynamic needs of your business:

application while maintaining

graphics performance:

You need to increase screen resolution

performance:

In some cases, the application’s

and/or size while maintaining

IBM visualization solutions allow remote

performance is limited by the lack of
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use of the application by sending the

performance of the graphics hardware,

IBM virtualization solutions enable the

graphics display of the applications to

or by the large amount of graphics pro-

display of applications on large multi-

users located anywhere on the net-

cessing required. IBM visualization solu-

projector display walls or caves and/or

work. This feature provides for easier

tions compensate for this limitation and

high-resolution monitors at no, or mini-

management of graphics applications

provide graphics performance on com-

mal, performance cost. This feature

by keeping the application in one cen-

modity workstations that goes beyond

allows users to make more accurate

tral location, while avoiding unneces-

what can be expected from traditional

decisions based on increased display

sary, costly and potentially insecure

commercially available graphics

contents.

data transfers to remote collaborators.

adaptors.

For more information
Contact your IBM representative or
IBM Business Partner or visit:

●

ibm.com/deepcomputing/
visualization
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